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Study of Multichannel Acquisition Method of Impulse Parameters

Mingji Yang
Harbin Institute of Technology

Abstract

One of the primary tasks of a telemetry system is able to acquire multichannel impulse
parameters. Some of the defects of old methods such as, low availability of equipment,
channels and data never suit the needs of the requirements for the modern telemetry
system, it would be more small, rapid, flexible and low cost. This paper gives a new
method, it raises the availability mentioned above and forms an integrated telemetry
system with the acquisition of other parameters, so it satisfies the requirements for
modern telemetry system.
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INTRODUCTION

According to the bandwidth of telemetry signals, they are divided into three classes: slow
varying signal, quick varying signal and super quick varying signal. Based on their
spectrum, impulse signals are the second, their parameters are one of important
parameters that telemetry system needs to acquire.

The impulse signal has own characteristics, its waveform is approximately shown in Fig.
1, it is a damped oscillation, its spectrum is plenty, from hundreds Hz to ten odd kHz (for
example, shock signal and noise signal). Its another characteristic is burst that its duration
is short (generally less than 200 ms).

Comparing the old acquisition method with the new one, which will be developed in
detail below. The defects of the former are obvious.

There were two acquisition methods before:

One is that the acquisition of an impulse parameter engrosses a channel in full time.
Obviously, this method is unreasonable. The most of acquisition data is useless, which



makes utilization ratio of equipment and channel very low. It causes lower availability of
data and a lot of useless data is stored.

Figure 1 The waveform of the impulse parameters.

The other is more reasonable than the above-mentioned method. When the impulse signal
starts, it is acquired, coded and stored according to quick varying signal, after definite
acquisition time it will be sent repeatedly by way of a slow varying signal in telemetry
frame. The signal received in ground telemetry station is processed to come back to the
original form. This method increases utilization ratio of channel and data, it improves
receiving reliability by multiple retransmission.

Although the second method is improved, the acquiring-starting command will be sent to
the telemetry equipment of a telemetry object by the ground telemetry station, before an
impulse signal starts. For all kinds of reason, the command will be sent about hundreds
ms in advance. This makes acquisition time lengthening and data size increasing
(including useless data). It causes many adverse consequence such as, the memory
capacity increases unnecessarily and the effective data transfer rate decreases. If total
time of transmitting data is definite, the number of times of retransmission is reduced,
therefore reliability of reception is reduced, too. The memory capacity in the ground
station is accordingly increased.

Based on above analysis it is shown that the two methods are imperfect and a new
method need be found. Because the above methods have common defects that the ratio of
effective acquiring data is low, the paper [2] gave a method, the acquiring-starting signal
is generated by the impulse signal itself, instead of sent by the ground station. In the way
useless waiting time can be saved, so that it makes sure that the acquisition data is valid
data.
The paper [2] makes use of a self-starting signal, so that an acquisition circuit can only
acquire a fixed impulse parameter, and the device availability is still not high. Because of
hysteresis effect of the self-starting signal, in order to sure that very useful leading edge
data of impulse parameters is not lost, set up a small periodic acquisition-storage device
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is needed to store the data of leading edge and to judge when the impulse parameter
arises and then to jump to acquire the following signals. Obviously, its control is complex
and data can be lost for jump.

A New Acquisition Method

To overcome above defects, raise the utility factor and satisfy the need of the modern
telemetry system, based on the paper [2] the author presents a new method that gives
consideration to various telemetry applications, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

Multiple Acquisition MUX

Under the control of clock and control circuit, it transfers n impulse signals to m
acquisition circuits, according to time-division signals are acquired. Its bandwidth should
be suitable to acquired signal, the transfer speed is different in diverse applications, and a
high speed MUX is unnecessary in general.

Clock and Acquisition Control Circuit

According to the signal come from the decision device for the signal arising and ending
and predetermined rules (mainly about time and event) it controls switch over the line of
the Multiple Acquisition MUX and provides the acquisition clock for acquisition circuits
(according to specific applications, the clock can be different). To make the system
possess adaptability, this part of the circuit should possess intelligence (programmable or
computer-controlled) in the light of the actual need.
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Figure 2  Acquisition method of impulse parameters.



The Decision Device for the Signal Arising and Ending

The decision device for the signal arising and ending is controlled by the clock and
acquisition control circuit. According to the requirements of various impulse parameters
for real-time, precision and data availability, it adopts different way to deal with them.

(1) Timed acquisition. Setting a start point and an interval of time, in which the
impulse parameter is acquired. This method is suitable for the high requirements to
real-time and precision, but its availability is lower (than the two next). Its principle
is shown in Fig. 3.

(2) Self-starting acquisition. First small cyclic acquisition-storage is initiated, when
the impulse signal is detected, starting signal is generated to acquire the following
signal. This method is suitable for acquisition parameters, which do not need high
real-time and precision, actually, the advantages are better real-time and higher
availability. It has strict requirement for the output amplitude of the sensor, its anti-
interference ability is relatively poor, and its key diagram is shown in Fig. 4.
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(3) Data Processing Acquisition. Impulse parameters of the requirements of loose
real-time but high precision will be acquired and stored in specified time interval,
then data is processed, so that only useful data will be transmitted.

Acquisition Circuits

The number of acquisition circuits depends on how many impulse parameters acquired at
the same time. Since time-division multiplexing (TDM) is used, so that service efficiency
of equipment is evidently improved.

Concluding Remarks

When CCSDS formulates the packed telemetry standard the range of telemetry task is
extended to almost all transferring down-line data, and data size is more and more large,
therefore it is very necessary to improve availability of data. Under the trend of
miniaturized equipment, it is a primary aspect to raise utilization ratio of equipment. The
flexibility of telemetry equipment is one of pursued aim, especially in a smaller telemetry
market, they are an effective way for reduced the cost. In this paper, the given method
can satisfy the requirements above mentioned, so it is suitable for the need to modern
telemetry. Especially the method possesses very large flexibility, so it is suitable for
developing tendency in modern telemetry.
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